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3 key elements you need to make the

most out of your orchestral productions 

3 COMPONENTS
OF AN
ORCHESTRAL
POP SONG



HI THERE! :) 
Hey, it's Chris! Thank you so much for downloading this guide. I'm so glad

you find value in what I have to share, and I'd like to give you 3 of my most

essential tips when it comes to writing with the orchestra in a pop song

context. 

What are these 3 components? 

Firstly, the lead vocal is the all-important instrument in any pop song, so

we need to work around the lead vocal, or produce our arrangement keeping

in mind where the vocal will be sitting. 

Secondly, as orchestral producers, we can't get away from the string

section, so we'll dive into some string writing techniques to consider.

Finally, dynamics and volume are so important to listen for and incorporate

into our music. A living, breathing song contributes to a satisfying

listening experience.

Without further ado, let's jump into these 3 components in depth! Enjoy.



THE LEAD VOCAL 1.

Your instruments should stay out of the register of the lead

vocalist, unless it's to double or enhance the melody

Use your volume faders to ensure that your lead vocal is the

most present instrument for at least 80% of the song

Depending on how busy the vocal is, your arrangement may not

need too many elements, or else it may compete with the vocal

What is the king of any pop song? The vocal. It has always been, and

will always be the center of attention in any song. Therefore, no

matter what style of music you're producing, make sure that your

lead vocal is always present and upfront.

When it comes to producing and arranging around the lead vocal,

keep in mind:



2. STRING STRENGTH

The strings can pull off short and gritty staccatos just as

easily as long, beautiful sustained textures

Think of the strings as 5 different sections (violins 1, violins 2,

violas, celli, & basses), and perform each line in individually if

possible (having keyboard skills helps here!)

For emotional results, ride the modwheel during your

performance for dynamics and expression

Wider intervals at the bottom, narrow at the top (harmonic

series)

When you think about the orchestra, which instrument(s) come to

mind first? For most, it's the string section. Due to its versatility in

multiple genres and articulations, the strings are the first choice of

most producers for an orchestral sound. 

When it comes to writing for strings, keep in mind: 



3. DYNAMIC RANGE

Use numbers to your advantage. More players = louder and

thicker sound, and vice versa

Fiddle with master bus volume automation - I like to bump up

the chorus by 0.5dB for a more emphatic result 

For quieter sections, use 'softer' articulations like unaccented

sustains, vibrato, perhaps harmonics (flautando), and swells

For louder sections, think about using marcato, accent, runs

and other textures

In orchestral music especially, the contrast between quiet/loud, and

mellow/passionate is a key factor to consider when you're using

sampled instruments. Even in pop music, where everything is usually

quite compressed, you can still pull off some emotional lines.

When writing with a virtual orchestra, keep in mind: 



THANK YOU!

Thank you so much for reading through this guide, and I hope you can

apply at least one of these tips to your next production.

If you'd like to learn more about me and dive more in depth, here are

some resources:

My YouTube channel: http://www.youtube.com/c/ChristopherSiu

My free workshop on orchestral production: https://cutt.ly/wg5yT2h

My Discord server: https://discord.gg/HBmGHZ9eSQ

That's all from me! Have a wonderful rest of your day, and thanks

again for checking out my video!

Take care,

Chris


